Huawei Twitter and Facebook April 10 – 12

EMKOWAN @emkowan Apr 7
5x Zoom on the full moon. Who did it better? Huawei P40 Pro (1st) or Samsung S20 Ultra (2nd).

HUAWEI WATCH GT 2
Menstrual Cycle Tracking Updated

HUAWEI USA @HuaweiUSA Apr 10
@huawei Cloud has been using AI to help #Malaysia deal with the #COVID19 crisis. Learn about the benefits of such technology, including virus detection, telemedicine, video conferencing and more: tinyurl.com/myoalm

HUAWEI USA @HuaweiUSA Apr 10
In 2019, we truly reinforced our commitment to developing world leading #5G solutions. tinyurl.com/hsu7ax
Chairman Ken Hu explains why he'll be switching his lights off for Earth Hour. [Image]

See how Zambia fights against COVID-19 with Huawei's leading #ICT solution. #InThisTogether [Image]

Zambia: Huawei donates Intelligent Temperature Measurement Equipment for Access Control worth K500,000. [Image]

Concerned you might have coronavirus? Read how you can use your phone to find out. [Image]

How To Detect Whether You Have Coronavirus Infection Using Your Phone. The surging death toll due to COVID-19 infection is causing a lot of fear and tension to mount in the UK, as if to aggravate the already dreadful... [Image]

Opportunities to learn #ICT continue to grow across the world. [Image]

The Huawei ICT Academy has grown to cover 938 universities in 72 countries and regions. #DigitalInclusion [Image]
Huawei USA 🇺🇸 @HuaweiUSA - 20h
We’re proud to connect local communities with the right tools to succeed.

Huawei USA 🇺🇸 @HuaweiUSA - 18h
Work smarter by saving more energy. See how we did in our annual report.
tinyurl.com/2bu7tw

In 2019, Huawei increased the energy efficiency of its main products by up to **22%**.

Huawei USA 🇺🇸
April 10 at 8:16 AM

New feature, new insight. Introducing cycle tracking on the latest #WATCHGT2. Understand your health better and #ExploreMore.

HUAWEI WATCH GT 2

Menstrual Cycle Tracking

- Updated

- Menstrual Cycle Tracking
- Recording Menstrual Cycle Information
- Period Alert
- Fertile Window Estimation
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Huawei USA
April 10 at 2:21 PM

@Huawei_Cloud has been using #AI to help #Malaysia deal with the #COVID19 crisis. Learn about the benefits of such technology, including virus detection, telemedicine, video conferencing and more:
http://tinyurl.com/mvoalm

Huawei USA
April 10 at 3:31 PM

Work smarter by saving more energy. https://tinyurl.com/w2ru7sw

In 2019, Huawei increased the energy efficiency of its main products by up to 22%.

Annual Report 2019
Learn how we’ve teamed up with 7-Network in Singapore to help local SMEs automate and jumpstart business continuity plans amid COVID-19.

In the midst of the ongoing Covid-19 coronavirus outbreak, technology vendors all over the world have been touting their wares to help...

This shows why we are the leader in the global commercial deployment of #5G. https://tinyurl.com/w2ru7sw

In the face of the pandemic, Huawei Korea donated 200,000 masks to help the country overcome this difficult period. #InThisTogether
https://tinyurl.com/wxsp4w5